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Chaudhury, P, D.—The Khonamukh Copper-plate • Grant of
Dharmapala of Pragjyotisha. JARS. VIII, Ft. 4, pp. 113-
120, 5 plates.	[369
A set of three plates discovered at Khonamuckh (Assam}. The lang-
uage I is Sanskrit and the script North-East era Nagari. There is no date
but on palaeographical grounds it is assigned to the I2th century. Test
and translation are given.
Das Gupta, 0. 0.—Indian Museum Plates of Ganga Indra-
varman. EL XXVI. Ft. 4, pp. 165-171, 1 plate.	[370
Found in the Ganjam district. Records the gift of land by Indravarman,.
in the village of Bhethisringa on the fourth day of the bright fortnight
of the month of Phalguna for the benefit of his parents and self, to
Lokamadhava, Svayambhukesvara and some other Brahmanas.
Das Gupta, Nalmi Nath—Visnusomacaryya of the Kama-
rupa-Visaya. JARS. VIII, Pt. 4, pp. 134-138.	[371
Points out the copper-plate grant of the Eastern Ganga Anantavarman
(EL XXVI, pp. 62-68). It is a grant to one Visnusomacaryya who be-
longed to the Parasara go's a and hailing from Srnga tika-a.gr a/wra in the
Kamarupa-MSfl;jKZ. The writer here does not agree fully with Mr. R. K.
Ghosal when'he says in El that Kamarupa-'yisaya may be just another
district in ancient Kalinga. The writer thinks it is meant to be Kamarupa
(Assam).
Dishit, Moreshwar G.—6ivapura   (Goa) Plates of   Candra-
varman.   NIA. IV, Pt 5, pp. 181-184, 1 plate,	[372
A set of three copper-plates found in Goa.   They bring to light an
hitherto unknown prince of Goa whom the writer assigns to the Kadamba
dynasty.
	 Ambivle Cave Inscriptions- ABORL XXII, Pts. 1-2,
pp. 72-73, 2 plates.	[373
Four inscriptions from the Ambivle Cave are edited for the first time.
Two of these inscriptions are given in Dr. Luder's list of Brahmi Inscrip-
tions in EL X Appendix, Nos. 1069 and 1070, the reading of which make
no sense. The other two are merely names, probably of some devotees.
DiksMtar, Ramachandra—Yavanas and Dharmayavana in
Karli Inscriptions. HR. LXXIV, pp. 92-101.	[374
A re-examination of the inscriptions at Karli, Junnar and Nasik has
been made here in the light of the observations made by Dr. W. W.
Tarn in his treatise The Greeks in Bactria and India.
Diskalkar, D. B.—Inscriptions of Kathiawad. NIA. Ill,
pp. 371-382: 398-410.	'	"	[375
This is continuation of writer's collection of inscriptions of
Kathiawar. The last article of this series appeared in N2A. Ill (1940)
p. 353. Twenty-two inscriptions are here edited; dated from 1694 to
1748 A. D.
a

